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Introduction
In a rapidly changing environment, organisms must constantly evolve to maintain fitness and persist. Rapid change may be inflicted by coevolving pathogens or other competing species, changes in temperature or other climatic conditions, or human impacts (e.g., release of toxicants). Evolution takes time-both for favorable new variants to arise and for those variants to increase in frequency and become fixed in a population. Following environmental change, populations may experience transient periods with a degree of maladaptation, reflecting the magnitude of that change, plastic responses, and the scope for rapid evolution. The relative difference between the current mean fitness of a population and the mean fitness of a hypothetical population fixed for all favorable genotypes is termed "evolutionary lag" (or "lag load"; see Maynard Smith 1976a , 1976b ; evolutionary lag for a quantitative trait can also denote the difference between the mean phenotype and the optimal phenotype for a particular trait, a measure of maladaptation (Crespi 2000) . When the evolutionary lag is large, species may be so maladapted as to be doomed to extinction-a scenario that has doubtless occurred often in the history of life and one that is of growing concern in the current biodiversity crisis (Wilson 2016) . In contrast, if species adapt to novel circumstances quickly, they may escape extinction via evolutionary adaptation (evolutionary rescue; for a review, see Bell 2013 ) and exhibit either a population size recovery from an initial decline (Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995) or more cryptic eco-evolutionary dynamics where ongoing adaptation prevents a dramatic decline under continuous environmental change (Kinnison et al. 2015) .
The theme of evolutionary rescue is receiving increasing theoretical and empirical attention (e.g., Gonzalez and Bell 2013; Martin et al. 2013; Schiffer et al. 2013; Uecker et al. 2014) . Current projections of global environmental change, such as climate change, land use transformation, and the global movement of exotic species, make it likely that many species will increasingly experience maladaptation and evolutionary lags. While plastic phenotypic responses and dispersal may moderate the demographic impact of evolutionary lag in the short term, the long-term effects of these rapid changes will likely involve evolution and even extinction (Holt 1990 ; for a review, see Hoffmann and Sgrò 2011 ; for a discussion of the possible role played by evolution in coral reef persistence, see Pandolfi et al. 2011) . Characterizing how genetic architecture and life-history structure affect evolutionary rates is crucial for understanding and predicting patterns of evolution and extinction in our rapidly changing world.
Many ecologically important organisms, such as reefbuilding corals and key plant species, including perennial grasses in prairies and savannahs, have populations characterized by complex life histories. These life histories may include modular organization, indeterminate growth leading to stage-structured populations, and both asexual (e.g., clonal) and sexual reproduction. Despite the ecological importance of such species, how stage structure and clonality interact to govern the rate of evolution and amount of evolutionary lag after environmental change is poorly understood. In this article, we address how the joint effects of clonal reproduction and stage structure can influence evolutionary lag and rescue, focusing on the evolution of a phenotypic trait in a stage-structured population with a mixture of sexual and asexual reproduction.
Many factors contribute to the rate of evolution of a population and thus to its evolutionary lag. One key factor is population size, which obviously affects the amount of genetic variation available for selection to act on (from both the initial variation and the input of novel mutations; see Orr and Unckless 2008, 2014; Gandon et al. 2013 ) but also influences the amount of time available for evolutionary rescue (Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995) . A population may decrease in size due to lowered fitness after environmental change; a larger population has more time before it becomes small enough to be vulnerable to extinction due to demographic stochasticity, Allee effects, or inbreeding depression. The potential for evolutionary rescue is also closely tied to life-history details determining the amount of genetic variation maintained by the population and to the distribution of fitness across the population. Gomulkiewicz and Houle (2009) derive critical levels of heritability (and thus minimum amounts of additive genetic variance) necessary for evolutionary rescue under either a single shift or constant change in the phenotypic optimum. They consider different demographic criteria for rescue, from highly stringent (population size never declines) to less stringent (population size must stay above some quasi-extinction threshold size; see Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995) . When considering the effects of finite population size, it is important to consider the distribution of absolute fitness (rather than focusing only on relative fitness; Bell 2013). For a declining population to survive, at least some individuals must obtain an absolute fitness (expected number of offspring) greater than 1, thus necessitating a focus on the upper tail of the absolute fitness distribution. These factors and others may limit adaptation via natural selection by determining how rapidly populations respond to selection or by imposing absolute limits on the magnitude of evolution (reviewed in Barton and Partridge 2000) . A key component often overlooked when considering constraints on evolution is the effect of either obligate or facultative asexual reproduction. Clonal (asexual) reproduction can result in new demographic individuals (as opposed to new genetic individuals; see Orive 1993 ) that differ from sexually produced offspring in key ways, such as the incorporation of somatic mutations for clonal offspring formed from somatic tissues and how the phenotype of the offspring is influenced by nonadditive genetic factors determining the parent's phenotype. In addition, many clonal organisms have life histories better described by morphological or developmental stage classes rather than age classes (Jackson et al. 1985) . For such stagestructured life histories, individuals in a particular stage class may contribute to any of several different classes (via growth, fragmentation, sexual reproduction, or clonal reproduction) or remain in the same class (indeterminate growth) over time.
To determine how clonal reproduction and stage structure jointly impact evolutionary lag and the probability of evolutionary rescue, we develop a general model for phenotypic evolution with both sexual and clonal reproduction. A framework for analyzing evolution in stage-structured populations was presented in Barfield et al. (2011) . Although the framework presented there is general, specific equations were derived assuming only sexual reproduction, and some derivations moreover assumed that for offspring born into each stage, mean phenotype matches mean genotype. This framework needs to be extended in order to examine how differences between sexual and clonal offspring may influence evolutionary lag and rescue.
Here, we explicitly allow both sexual and clonal reproduction and consider both the incorporation of somatic mutations into offspring produced by clonal reproduction and the possibility that clonal offspring may inherit not only the parental genotype (the additive genetic part of the phenotype) but also some or all of the nonadditive genetic and random environmental component of the parental phenotype. As concrete illustrations, we analytically explore simple one-and two-stage life histories that include both sexual and clonal reproduction. These life histories then form the basis for individual-based simulations of two contrasting scenarios of environmental change and evolutionary lag: a one-step change in the optimal phenotype and a linear, continuous change in the optimum. We show that the response of clonal organisms to rapid environmental change depends both on the magnitude of the change and on whether the population experiences that change as a single step or as continual change. We find that clonal reproduction in some circumstances facilitates evolutionary rescue, while in others it leads to a greater risk of population extinction.
A General Model for Evolution in Stage-Structured Populations with Clonal Reproduction
We previously developed a general deterministic model for evolution in stage-structured populations assuming sexual reproduction (Barfield et al. 2011 (Barfield et al. , 2014 . We here (and in app. A, pt. A, and app. B, pt. A; app. B is available online) extend these results to include both sexual and clonal reproduction. Individuals are assumed to have a multivariate quantitative trait (phenotype), z, on which selection acts (because z affects fecundities and probabilities of transitions and death), where z p (z 1 , z 2 , ::: , z m ) T , m is the number of components in z, and T indicates the transpose. Let z p g 1 e, where g is the additive genetic (breeding) value of the trait and e is the nonadditive genetic value plus the random environmental deviation (e.g., developmental noise). We model trait evolution over discrete time steps, deriving recursions for the joint probability density function (PDF) of genotype and phenotype. For stage j, this joint PDF in the current time step is denoted p j (g, z), while that in the next time step is p [A4]) are in appendix A, part A. Appendix A, part A, also derives results using specific assumptions about clonal reproduction, which are discussed below and used for later results.
To construct these recursions, we considered how clonal offspring may differ from sexual offspring, first considering their genotypes. In the absence of somatic mutation, the genotypic distribution of clonal offspring would match that of their parents. However, since some forms of clonal reproduction permit incorporation of somatic mutations into clonal offspring (Jackson et al. 1985; Orive 2001; Herrera 2009 ), we allow somatic mutation to change the distribution. One approach to modeling somatic mutation is as an additive value perturbing the genotype, so that offspring genotype is the sum of the parental genotype and a mutation effect with a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian distribution. The resulting distribution of clonal offspring genotypes is given in appendix A, part A (eq. [A5]).
We next considered how clonal offspring phenotype z depends on its own genotype g as well as on both its parental genotype g * and phenotype z * . This could be the same as for sexual offspring (e.g., the phenotype could be the sum of a genotypic contribution and an independent zero-mean Gaussian random component e). However, some types of clonal reproduction may affect the mapping of g and e onto phenotype. For instance, if the environmental (random) effects on phenotype are fixed early in development and clonal reproduction involves later developmental stages, the environmental value of the clonal offspring phenotype may be correlated with the environmental value of the parent's phenotype, leading to systematic differences between clonal and sexual offspring (see "Discussion"). Therefore, we define an m-dimensional vector of association parameters, r ij , which gives the association between e of a stage i clonal offspring and e * of its stage j parent. The quantity r ijk gives this association for the kth component of the multivariate trait (z k ). We assume that each offspring component of e is generated by taking a weighted sum of the corresponding parental component (with weight r ijk ) and a random portion (see eq.
[A6]). If r ijk p 0, the offspring environmental value is completely randomly determined (as usually assumed for sexual reproduction). If r ijk p 1, the environmental value of the parent is passed on exactly to its clonal offspring. Other values of r ijk (between 0 and 1) result in the environmental part of clonal offspring phenotype being partly random and partly determined by the parental value. With this assumption for all components of e, the PDF for clonal offspring phenotype given genotype (Y ij (zjg, g * , z * )) can be derived (see the last paragraph of app. A, pt. A).
mally distributed with mean ( g i z i )
T and variance-covariance matrix M, which has P i in the lower right quadrant and G i in the other three quadrants (see Barfield et al. 2014) .
We wish to model changes in the mean genotype (D g i ) and mean phenotype (D z i ) per time step, and so we need to find the mean genotype ( g 0 i ) and phenotype ( z 0 i ) for each stage i in the next time step in terms of the mean genotype and phenotype of the current time step. Appendix B, part A, provides detailed derivations for both of these recursions. The recursion for mean genotype is
where a ij (z) is the total contribution of a stage j individual with phenotype z to stage i (sum of direct transitions and sexual and clonal reproduction), a ij is its average over the joint genotypic and phenotypic distribution of stage j (see eqq.
[A1]), and d ij p a ij N j =N 0 i is the fraction of stage i individuals in the next time step contributed by stage j. (We note here that d ij was written as c ij in Barfield et al. [2011] .) As in Barfield et al. (2011) , ∇ zj p (∂=∂ z 1 , ∂=∂ z 2 , ::: , ∂=∂ z m )
T is the gradient operator with respect to trait means evaluated at z j , the multivariate mean phenotype of stage j individuals. The first sum of the last expression in (1) is a weighted average of stage-specific mean genotypes contributing to stage i, and the second sum gives the combined effects of selection.
For the recursion for mean phenotype, the derivation in appendix B, part A, gives
where t ij , f ij , and c ij (eqq.
[A1]) are the mean contribution to stage i by a stage j individual by direct transition, sexual reproduction, and clonal reproduction, respectively; d
; R ij is the diagonal matrix with entries r ijk ; and I is the m # m identity matrix (details are given in app. B, pt. A, which uses results from app. A, pt. A). Equation (2) shows that the association parameters r ijk (collected in matrix R ij ) partition the effects on the change in mean phenotype from clonal reproduction into separate terms that are either phenotype dependent (as are transitions) or genotype dependent (as is sexual reproduction). The two summation terms in equation (2) reflect different contributions to the mean phenotype over one time step. The first summation is a weighted average of the stage-specific mean phenotypes (terms involving z j ) and genotypes (terms involving g j ) contributing to stage i. The phenotype-dependent terms include both transitions (which obviously involve the phenotype of the individual transitioning from stage j to stage i) and the proportion of clonal reproduction that reflects phenotype, as determined by the association parameters in the matrix R ij . The genotypedependent terms include sexual reproduction (which under random mating only transmits the genotypes of the parents) and the proportion of clonal reproduction that reflects parental genotypes, measured by I 2 R ij . The second summation includes terms with gradients of fitness components against mean phenotype and thus measures the contribution to the mean phenotype of selection from the previous time step.
We note that the derivation of the stage-structured form of Price's equation given in Barfield et al. (2011) carries over to the model considered here. Additionally, Lande's theorem for stage-structured populations, as derived in Barfield et al. (2011) , also applies to the model with clonality. That is to say, in this more general model it is still the case (given assumptions laid out there) that D z p (
where D z is the asymptotic rate of phenotypic change of all stages assuming a steady state has been reached and, for the transition matrix with elements a ij , l is its dominant eigenvalue and w p fw i g and v p fv i g are its right and left eigenvectors, normalized so that v T w p 1. (Note that the definitions of some terms in the first paragraph of app. B of Barfield et al. [2011] differ from those presented herenotably, b z , C t , and C f -but these different definitions have no effect on the subsequent derivation or final result.) Thus, these general results from evolutionary theory are robust to mixtures of clonal and sexual reproductive strategies.
Simple Life-History Examples

Nonoverlapping Generations and Clonal
Reproduction: Analytical Results
To illustrate the implications of our general results (e.g., eqq.
[1] and [2]), we now consider a simple life history with clonal reproduction but nonoverlapping generations, which can be represented by a single life-history stage (see fig. 1A ).
To simplify the analysis further, we consider a single quantitative trait (z) rather than the multivariate trait considered above (z); thus, the gradients in the phenotype and genotype recursions are replaced by simple derivatives, and the additivegenetic covariance matrix G and phenotypic covariance matrix P are replaced by genotypic and phenotypic variances G and P. There is only one type of parent-clonal offspring association for this life history, which we denote r. New individuals are formed via either sexual ( f ) or clonal (c) repro-duction. The probability of survival to adulthood (and reproduction) is given by the probability t. The number of clonal offspring in one generation produced per offspring in the previous generation is the product of the latter's probability of surviving to adulthood and the clonal reproductive rate (tc), the number of sexual offspring is the product of the survival probability and the sexual reproduction rate (tf ), and thus the total number of individuals per individual in the previous generation is t(c 1 f ) (see fig. 1A ). If these effective fecundities are denoted tc( z) and tf ( z), where z is the mean phenotype of the single stage (and g its mean genotype), equations (1) and (2) lead to
The recursion for population size is
We assume that the two reproductive rates c and f are independent of phenotype (i.e., selection is via juvenile survival). Let r c p c=(c 1 f ) be the relative amount of clonal reproduction (the fraction of offspring that are clonal); the relative amount of sexual reproduction is then 1 2 r c p f =(c 1 f ). Given no selection on the trait, all derivatives in equations (3) are 0, resulting in
From equations (4), it can be shown that, assuming the mean phenotype and mean genotype initially differ, with no selection and assuming r c r ! 1, the difference between the mean phenotype and mean genotype decreases each generation, approaching a steady state at which the mean phenotype equals the mean genotype. Thus, in the absence of selection the steady-state mean genotype and phenotype for this simple life history do not depend on the association between the environmental (random) phenotypic component of each clonal offspring and that of its parent. The trajectories depend only on the initial values of these means and on the product of the relative amount of clonal reproduction and the parent-clonal offspring association (r c r), with a higher value of this quantity (more clonal reproduction, a closer match between the parent and clonal offspring environmental component of phenotype, or both) giving a slower approach to the steady state. We are of course most interested in nonequilibrium cases where there is movement away from this equilibrium due to environmental change and selection. Let us assume that selection acts only on survival to adulthood, with t p t max exp[2( z 2 v) 2 =(2q 2 )], where t max gives the maximum survival rate, achieved if the mean phenotype is at its optimalvalue v, and q is the width of the survival function. Then 
from which the rates of change of mean phenotype and genotype can be found, giving
Below, we give the results of simulations using an individualbased model for a population with a life history corresponding to this analytical model, subject to a change in its optimal phenotype. One such change is a sudden step increase in the optimal phenotype, from 0 to a positive value v, after which the above equations provide an analytical approximation of the population's dynamics. Thus, if initially z p g p 0, after the first generation the change in genotype is Gv=q 2 , and the change in phenotype is fr c rP 1 (1 2 r c r)Ggv=q 2 . The change in phenotype will thus be the same as the change in genotype if r c r p 0 and greater than the change in genotype otherwise (assuming P 1 G, as expected). If either the relative amount of clonal reproduction or the parent-clonal offspring association is 0 (so that r c r p 0), the genotype and phenotype will evolve at the same rate and, since they start at the same value, will remain equal. If r c r 1 0, the mean phenotype will exceed the mean genotype one generation after the change in optimal phenotype; in each subsequent generation, the change in mean phenotype due to selection (the second term in eq. [6a]) will be larger than the change in mean genotype. However, if instead of starting with equal mean phenotype and genotype we start with z 1 g, the first term in equation (6a) is negative (unless r c r p 1), limiting divergence between phenotype and genotype. Soon after the change in optimal phenotype, the second term in equation (6a) will be greater than the first, but over time the second term will decrease as selection brings the mean phenotype closer to the optimum. As the second term drops in value, eventually the first term will outweigh the difference between the change in genotype and phenotype due to selection, and the difference between mean genotype and phenotype will decrease.
Thus, the existence of clonal reproduction with an association between the parent and offspring environmental component causes the phenotype to initially evolve more quickly than the genotype and more quickly than without clonal reproduction. Additionally, the genotype will evolve slower after the first generation, since its rate of evolution is lowered with a higher mean phenotype. Eventually, evolution of both phenotype and genotype will slow, and they both will approach the optimal phenotype. By taking the difference between the recursions given above for mean phenotype and genotype in equations (5), we obtain ( z 2 g ) 0 p r c r( z 2 g ) 1 r c r(P 2 G)(v 2 z)=q 2 , which indicates that if the mean phenotype is greater than the mean genotype (as will be the case the first generation following a step change), the genotype cannot become greater than the phenotype unless the mean phenotype overshoots the optimum.
Examples of results of the analytical model given by equations (5) are shown in figure 2. Note that with clonal reproduction and clonal offspring association, the phenotype initially evolves faster and the genotype slower than without clonality ( fig. 2A ); in the model, note that with greater clonality, selection on the phenotype results in increased response to selection (eq. [6a]), but this in turn slows the response at the genotypic level (eq. [6b]). As the difference between the phenotype and genotype increases, phenotypic evolution slows, and both the phenotype and the genotype eventually lag behind their values without clonality (the genetic variance for fig. 2 is low, limiting the genotypic rate of increase; after the first few generations, the phenotypic increase slows because part of the phenotype is due to the genotype of the parents and also because selection is weaker as z gets closer to v). Although the approach to the optimum is slower with clonality, population survival would be expected to be greater because survival is predominantly determined by the level to which the population size falls soon after the phenotypic optimum changes, and the faster increase in phenotype at that time under clonality increases fitness more rapidly and limits the drop in population size ( fig. 2B ).
Simple Life-History Including Stage Structure:
Analytical Results
To explore the effects of overlapping generations and stage structure in addition to clonal reproduction, we next consider an extension of this simple model to an organism with two life-history stages, juveniles (stage 1) and adults (stage 2; see fig. 1B ). Juveniles are formed via either sexual reproduction (produced at rate f 12 per reproducing adult per time step) or clonal reproduction (produced at rate c 12 ). Individuals move from the juvenile class to the adult class with transition probability t 21 (but do not reproduce until the next time step), and adults survive from one time unit to the next with probability t 22 . The change in mean phenotype and mean genotype for juveniles and adults is then given by
The stage-specific population size recursions are N q (which is the population growth rate at the steady-state distribution across stages).
If we assume no selection on the trait, all derivatives in equations (7) are 0, and we then have
At steady state, z (8b), we can show that z 2 p z 1 ; using this, equation (8a) gives z 2 p g 2 . Equation (8c) gives g 1 p g 2 , as does equation (8d). Therefore, the values of all four means converge; numerical iteration of equations (8) show that this convergence occurs with damped oscillations with a twotime-step period (results not shown).
To explore how selection affects the model given in equations (7), we begin by assuming that selection acts only on survival of juveniles to adulthood (as before), so that
2 , and once again the stage-specific population size recursions are N 0 1 p ( c 12 1 f 12 )N 2 (and thus N 2 =N 0 1 p 1=( c 12 1 t 12 )) and N 0 2 p t 21 N 1 1 t 22 N 2 . Substituting these into equations (7) leads to (9d) at equilibrium gives z 1 p v, which after substitution into equation (9b) gives z 1 p z 2 . As long as r c r ( 1, equation (9a) gives z i p g i for each stage. Thus, unless r c r p 1, all four quantities approach v at equilibrium (if r c r p 1, the phenotypes still approach v, but the genotypes can go to a different value). Given that all four means move to the same equilibrium value, the effect of clonal reproduction is thus to change only the shape of the deterministic trajectories on their way to equilibrium.
Examples for the analytical model given by equations (9) with t max fixed are shown in figure 3A and 3B for three probabilities of adult survival ( t 22 p 0:1, 0.25, and 0.5), with r c r p 0:25. Figure 3A shows adult-stage mean genotypes and phenotypes ( g 2 and z 2 ), and figure 3B shows adult population size (N 2 after ceiling density dependence). The initial value of t 21 (when z 1 is 0 and its optimum, v, is 3) is 0.07905; selection moves the value of t 21 to 0.75 (t max ) when z 1 approaches its equilibrium value of 3. Increased adult survival leads to slower evolution; we observe a slower approach for g 2 and z 2 to their equilibrium values with increasing t 22 (fig. 3A) . The effect of adult survival on these deterministic results is via the term N 1 =N 0 2 in equations (9b) and (9d). When we increase t 22 , we are increasing N 0 2 and decreasing N 1 =N 0 2 , weakening the effect of selection and also decreasing the rate at which z 2 and z 1 and at which g 2 and g 1 , respectively, approach one another. However, increased adult survival dramatically decreases both the severity and the duration of the population size decline caused by the initial strong selection on t 21 (when z 1 p 0 and v p 3; see fig. 3B ). This demographic effect outweighs the evolutionary effect of increased adult survivorship, allowing a higher minimum population size and a decreased likelihood of extinction.
If the initial rate of population decline were kept constant (by decreasing either fecundity or the maximum juvenile survival as adult survival increases), then higher adult survival leads to a lower minimum population size and therefore a higher risk of extinction. An example where maximum juvenile survival (t max ) is decreased as adult survival ( t 22 ) is increased to keep the initial decline at the stable stage distribution (l) constant is shown in figure 3C and 3D. In this case, increased adult survival again slows evolution, as in figure 3A , but keeping the initial rate of decline fixed also eliminates the demographic advantage of adult survival (compare fig. 3B with 3D ). The population size is now reduced more severely with increasing adult survival, increasing extinction risk prior to adaptation to the new phenotypic optimum.
Comparing adult population size for the same adult survival rate but with or without clonality (r c r 1 0 vs. r c r p 0) shows that nonzero values of r c r also cause less severe drops in population size and a more rapid population recovery for the two-stage model, as in the one-stage model with no adult survival (results not shown). Hence, increased phenotypic association between a parent and its clonal offspring can facilitate population persistence in an abruptly changed environment.
Exploration of Evolutionary Rescue and Lag under a Changing Optimal Phenotype
Individual-Based Simulations
The models discussed above neglect important aspects of stochasticity in both evolution (e.g., mutation, drift) and demography (demographic stochasticity leading to extinction events). To consider the consequences of such stochasticity and to further explore the implications of the lifehistory strategies considered above for evolutionary rescue and lag, we carried out simulations based on an individualbased approach used by Burger and Lynch (1995; see also Holt et al. 2005) . We examine several distinct scenarios of environmental change. The details of the individual-based simulations are laid out in appendix A, part B, so we provide a schematic overview here. The simulations tracked individuals (hermaphrodites) and their genotypes and phenotypes in a single population with density-dependent regulation (a population size "ceiling" on the number of mating adults, below which there are density-independent dynamics). Reproduction could be partially sexual and partially clonal, with gametic and somatic mutations. Selection acts on a single polygenic trait (survival from juvenile to adult, which was a Gaussian function of the difference between an individual's trait value and an optimal phenotype) governed by n diploid unlinked loci (the examples shown all assume n p 10); allelic effects were assumed to be additive both within and among the loci, so that no dominance or epistatic effects were considered for the phenotypic trait. (We note that our use of a Gaussian fitness surface, described in app. A, pt. B, creates epistasis for fitness, and we return to this point in "Discussion.") The nonadditive genetic plus environmental deviation (e) for sexual offspring was assumed to be normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1. For clonal reproduction, values of e for an offspring could reflect those of its parent. The "cost" of a clonal offspring relative to a sexual offspring was given by parameter d; if clonal reproduction matched sexual reproduction, d p 1, while if clonal offspring were more costly, d 1 1 (and thus for the same effort clonal reproduction led to fewer offspring than sexual reproduction; r c is the fraction of reproductive effort that is clonal). Each population was allowed to reach equilibrium before the optimal phenotype changed. Genotypic and phenotypic distributions over each population arise from the simulation of individuals undergoing mutation, segregation, selection, and drift and so are not necessarily Gaussian. Two types of environmental shifts were examined: a onestep change in the optimal phenotype, after which the environment remained constant, and a linear, continuous change. For both types of change, we considered the role played by clonal reproduction in determining population persistence under a changing phenotypic optimum by varying the fraction of reproductive effort that was clonal, r c , and the clonal offspring association parameter r. Both populations with nonoverlapping generations (mirroring the model given in eqq. [3] above) and those with a two-stage structure with adult survival (similar to eqq. [7] above) were examined.
One-Step Change in Optimal Phenotype
To assess the effect of clonal reproduction on the probability of population persistence after a single step change in the optimal phenotype, 400 simulation runs were performed for each parameter set so as to estimate the probability of population survival over 1,000 time steps. When sexual and clonal offspring were equally costly (d p 1), increasing the relative amount of clonal reproduction (r c ) increased the probability of persistence ( fig. 4A ). However, if clonal offspring were more costly than sexual offspring, we observed a switch in this pattern. In figure 5A , d p 1:5 (clonal offspring require 50% more effort); here, increasing r c decreased the probability of persistence after a step change in the optimal phenotype. Under this scenario (d 1 1), increasing the relative amount of clonal reproduction led to fewer total offspring, so there was an overall decrease in fitness as r c increased. For a given amount of clonal reproduc-
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This content downloaded from 128.227.173.007 on September 24, 2017 05:33:44 AM tion (and with equally costly offspring), there was an increase in the probability of population persistence after a step change in the optimal phenotype as the association parameter between the parent and clonal offspring environmental component (r) was increased ( fig. 4B ). This result matches our expectation based on the analytical model (eqq. [3] above). In all cases, however, a sufficiently large change in the optimal phenotype (corresponding to a sufficiently severe environmental change) made extinction inevitable.
For these results, reproduction was assumed to be completely sexual during the initialization period prior to the environmental change, which ensured that all populations had the same expected genetic variance at the time of the environmental change. Increasing clonality would be expected to lead to lower genetic variation (assuming the so- matic mutation rate is lower than the gametic mutation rate), so some of the advantage of clonality could be lost if the initial population is partially or entirely clonal. An example for which the population had the same clonal fraction (r c ) both before and after the step change in the optimum is shown in figure 5B . Compared with the equivalent case in which the population prior to the step change was fully sexual (shown in fig. 4A ), the beneficial effect of increasing the relative proportion of clonal reproduction was decreased (the lines are shifted to the left), indicating that some of the benefit of clonal reproduction seen for a step change was lost when the genetic variance at the time of environmental change is reduced (due to the lower somatic mutation rate). In fact, with sufficiently large changes in the optimum phenotype, increased clonality hampers persistence when it also characterized the ancestral population (note that some of the curves cross in fig. 5B ).
The beneficial effects of clonality can be understood as follows. After an abrupt environmental change, population persistence depends strongly on the standing heritable variation for the trait present just prior to the optimum shift. For individuals with phenotypes near or over the new phenotypic optimum, clonal offspring inherit a complete genotypic match and suffer from no segregational or recombination load, so that increased clonal reproduction enhances population persistence (as long as the phenotypic shift is not too great). Moreover, increased parent-clonal offspring association (increased r) causes an increased match in the nonadditive genetic plus environmental component as well, increasing the phenotypic match between favored parents and their clonal offspring. When standing variation exists that potentially allows a population to persist after a sudden shift in its optimal phenotype, increased genotypic matching (via clonal instead of sexual reproduction) and increased phenotypic matching (via increased parent-clonal offspring association) both increase the persistence of offspring of those beneficial variants in the next and subsequent generations, facilitating evolutionary rescue.
Linear Change in Optimal Phenotype
The results for a linear, continuous change in the optimal phenotype contrast starkly with those observed for a singlestep change. Even with no extra cost for clonal offspring (d p 1), increased clonal reproduction decreased population persistence for a given rate of change of the optimal phenotype and caused an increase in evolutionary lag, as measured by the realized difference between the average and optimal phenotypes in persisting populations ( fig. 6A) . In contrast to a step change, a successful long-term evolutionary response to continued change in the optimal phenotype requires de novo variation. In the simulation model considered here, there are three sources of novel variation: (1) recombination due to sexual reproduction (recall that there is no segregation effect here due to the assumption of additive allelic effects), (2) new beneficial mutations arising either via sexual reproduction (meiotic mutations arising during gamete formation, m g ) or via incorporation of somatic mutations in clonal offspring (m s ), and (3) random variation due to the nonadditive and environmental component of the trait (e).
Per-locus meiotic mutation rates have been estimated to be approximately one to two orders of magnitude greater than per-locus mitotic mutation rates (Magni and Von Borstel 1962; Lindgren 1975; Rattray et al. 2015 ; see the discussion in Orive [2001] and references therein). For figure 6, the gametic (meiotic) mutation rate was 100 times the somatic (mitotic) mutation rate. To determine whether the pattern in figure 6A was due to this difference in de novo mutation rates, we varied r c with the mutation rates equalized (m g p m s ) at the previous m g value. The increased overall beneficial mutation rate increased the probability of persistence (note the change in scale for the abscissa), but persistence still decreased with increasing clonal reproduction ( fig. 7A , open symbols). Making clonal reproduction more costly, of course, made increased clonal reproduction even more disadvantageous for persistence ( fig. 7A, filled symbols) . Increasing the parent-clonal offspring association, which decreases the amount of novel variation introduced via e, reduced the probability of population persistence and increased evolutionary lag (with m g p 100m s ; fig. 6B ); this again is the opposite of the results seen for a step change. We also examined the case in which clonal offspring and sexual offspring were equalized as much as possible by making them equally costly (d p 1), assuming no parent-clonal offspring association (r p 0) and setting both types of mutation to have equal rates (m g p m s ). In this scenario, sexual and clonal offspring are equivalent for two of the three sources of de novo variation (mutation and e). There was still a drop in the probability of population persistence with an increasing proportion of clonal reproduction ( fig. 7B ). However, this drop was large only for a high proportion of clonal reproduction (r c ≥ 0:6); for r c ≤ 0:4, there was little effect of clonal reproduction, indicating that relatively small amounts of recombination via sexual reproduction suffice to offset the loss of novel variation due to clonal reproduction. Note that the abscissa scale for figure 7 starts at 0.1 in order to show differences in this region more clearly; for r c p 0 (open hexagons) in figure 7B , populations persist for a rate of change of up to only 0.03 (not shown). Increasing sexual reproduction from 0% to 20% (decreasing r c from 1.0 to 0.8) therefore has a very large effect on the maximal rate of change that allows persistence; any additional advantage of more sexual reproduction decreases rapidly thereafter. (Note that evolutionary lag in figs. 6 and 7 was averaged only over those populations that survived until the end of the simulation. Therefore, where the probability of persistence was very small, evolutionary lag values were averaged over few populations, accounting for the sudden changes in some of those final values.)
Finally, as noted above, for the simulations shown in figures 6 and 7 reproduction was completely sexual during the period prior to the initiation of the linear environmental change, which ensured that all populations have the same expected genetic variance initially. Simulations were also run with the initial population having the same relative amounts of sexual and clonal reproduction (same r c ) before and after the beginning of the environmental change. In contrast to the results observed for a step change in environment ( fig. 5B) , the results for a linear, continuous change with an initially partially clonal population were very similar to those for the initially completely sexual population simulations (results not shown). This makes sense in light of the decreased importance of the standing heritable variation for the trait and the increased importance of de novo variation for surviving this type of environmental change.
Including Stage Structure
To consider the combined effects of stage structure and clonal reproduction, the individual-based simulations were modified to include a nonzero probability of adult survival (t 22 in fig. 1B) , as in the model given by equations (7), with selection only on survival from the juvenile to adult stages. Representative results are shown in figures 8 and 9. For a step change in the optimal phenotype ( fig. 8 ), including adult survival and stage structure greatly increased the probability of population persistence for all values of the relative amount of clonal reproduction (r c ) and the clonal offspring association parameter (r); all of the curves in figure 8 are shifted to the right compared with the corresponding curves in figure 4 (note the difference in scale for the abscissa). Increasing adult survival (without a compensating change in either fecundity or juvenile survival; see below) increases the population growth rate (l) and leads to a demographic advantage, as discussed above for the analytical results including stage structure. In considering the effect of the relative amount of clonal reproduction, there was a greater effect on the probability of persistence for a given increase in r c with adult survival; the curves in figure 8A are more widely spaced than those in figure 4A . With a linear, continual change in the optimal phenotype, there again was a strong contrast in the effects of clonal reproduction compared with the step change. Now, the addition of adult survival decreased population persistence and increased the difference between the average phenotype and the optimal phenotype; the curves for figure 9 are shifted to the left compared with the corresponding curves in figure 6 , indicating that for these simulations, the same rate of change in the optimal phenotype led to a much lower probability of population persistence. Again in contrast to the one-step change results, we see that there is a smaller effect on the probability of persistence for a given increase in r c with adult survival; the curves in figure 9A are more narrowly spaced than those in figure 6A (note the change in scale).
Several distinct ecological and genetic effects that interact with clonal reproduction may help explain reduced population persistence with increased adult survival in continually changing environments. Increasing adult survival with no compensatory change in other life-history components leads to an increase in generation time ("meiotic generation time" for stage-structured populations; see Orive 1993 and Orive 1995 [appendix] ). Under continual change, a longer generation time leads to more environmental change (a greater shift in the optimal phenotype) per generation and thus a greater amount of evolutionary lag. If populations are able to keep their numbers near carrying capacity (as commonly observed in the simulations with a linear change except when populations approached extinction; results not shown), having adults that survive into the next time step automatically reduces the number of juveniles (from both sexual and clonal reproduction) that can establish. This is because new adults and those surviving from the previous time step compete for the limited breeding slots near carrying capacity. This slows selection down by, in effect, decreasing the effective population size of the component of the population that is experiencing phenotypic selection, as selection is assumed to be acting on juvenile survivorship. Moreover, under continual change adults that survive several time steps may have genotypes that were well adapted (with regard to juvenile survivorship) to past rather than present environments. This may lead to a kind of maladaptive "gene flow through time" when these adults mate at random across the population. These effects (increased generation time and gene flow through time) do not play a role in the single-step change scenario. In contrast to a continually changing environment, a single-step change in the optimum led to a drastic reduction in population size, followed by either extinction or population growth toward the carrying capacity (results not shown for the individual-based simulations, but see figs. 2B, 3B, and 3D for results from the analytical model); for populations persisting but still below carrying capacity, density-independent dynamics dominated. In this case, there is no slowing of the effects of selection on juvenile survivorship. For the single-step change, increased adult survival in isolation acted to increase the overall population size during the population's decline, increasing the probability of population persistence, especially by providing more time for adaptation to occur. These simulation results mirror the analytical results discussed above for the twostage model. This beneficial effect on population persistence after a step change was lost if an increase in adult survivorship was compensated for by a decrease in other life-history traits. If the expected rate of population decline just after the step change in the optimum is kept constant (by decreasing either the fecundity or the maximum juvenile survival as adult survival was increased), then higher adult survival leads to a lower probability of population persistence. An example for which fecundity ( f ) was decreased as adult survival (t 22 ) was increased so as to keep the initial decline at the stable stage distribution (l) constant is shown in figure 10 .
Discussion
Understanding the factors that promote evolutionary rescue requires one to pay attention to the "shape" of the environmental change (i.e., a single change vs. a relentless series of directional changes), to the genetic architecture underlying adaptation (a locus of major effect vs. a polygenic trait and mixtures thereof; see Gomulkiewicz et al. 2010) , and to the specific life-history features of the organism experiencing the change. We have emphasized here the role that clonal reproduction may play in either facilitating or hampering evolutionary rescue, for both unstructured and structured life histories. With the analytical model, we saw dramatic effects of clonality (as measured both by the relative amounts of clonal and sexual reproduction and by the association between the environmental component of the phenotype of adults and their clonal offspring) on transients for both mean phenotype and mean genotype but not on final equilibrium values. After a sudden optimal phenotype shift, clonality slows the evolution of the genotype-and ultimately the phenotype-toward the optimum, but it can initially speed phenotypic evolution, decreasing the magni- tude and duration of the drop in population size experienced by the maladapted population, thus decreasing the probability of extinction and giving more time for evolution to take place.
The results from our individual-based simulations with both clonal and sexual reproduction show very different consequences of clonal reproduction for evolutionary lag and evolutionary rescue, depending on the type of environmental change. When considering the probability of population persistence after a one-step change, we saw greater persistence with more clonal reproduction as well as greater persistence with a higher parent-clonal offspring association, provided there was no increased cost for clonality. Evolutionary rescue here depends on the more or less immediate response of the population to its abruptly changed environment, and the variation that is exposed to selection to a first approximation will be standing, rather than novel, variation. These results support the idea that in cases in which preexisting variation is of key importance and is sufficiently available, clonal reproduction may help evolutionary rescue and concomitant phenotypic adaptation by allowing well-adapted phenotypes to avoid dissolution by sexual reproduction. In contrast, adaptation to a continually changing environment requires the constant generation of new genetic (and phenotypic) variation; allelic combinations that are currently well adapted will surely be maladapted at some future time, given a persistent directional change in the selective optimum. Here, clonal reproduction acts to decrease the availability of this needed new variation, due to the lack of recombination, a lower mutation rate for generating de novo beneficial mutations, and the parent-clonal offspring correlation in the random component of the phenotype. This same advantage of recombination and sexual reproduction for population persistence under a constantly changing environment has been observed in prior analytical and simulation models of phenotypic evolution comparing strictly sexual and strictly asexual populations rather than life histories involving both forms of reproduction, as considered here (Burger 1999; Waxman and Peck 1999) .
Stage structure interacts with the type of environmental change, resulting in contrasting outcomes. In stage-structured populations with adult survival, increased adult survival acts to increase the population growth rate, providing a demographic benefit to populations far from their carrying capacities (as would be seen after a sudden step change in the optimal phenotype), thereby increasing the time available for adaptation and decreasing the probability of extinction. (This benefit is lost, however, if an increase in adult survival comes at a cost to some other life-history trait, such as juvenile survival or fecundity.) A dramatically different result is seen for a continual change in the phenotypic optimumincreased adult survival brings with it an increase in generation time that leads to more environmental change per generation, greater evolutionary lag, and a decreased probability of population persistence. An important question (beyond the scope of the current article but a target of future work) is the relative importance of clonality and other key life-history factors for population persistence. As a first step toward addressing this issue, we carried out individual-based simulations for the single-step scenario and compared the effects on population persistence of small changes in the clonal fraction, association parameter, the relative effort for clonal offspring, and adult survival (see app. B, pt. C, and fig. B2 ). These preliminary results indicate that while adult survival has the greatest effect on population persistence, the association parameter (r) has nearly as great an effect, underscoring the importance of the type of clonal reproduction to our results (see below).
The few empirical and simulation studies available for the evolutionary biology of clonal organisms demonstrate that incorporation of life-history structure of this type into explicit analytical models, such as the one developed here, will be important for understanding the evolutionary potential of these populations. In a broad study of the patterns of morphological variation among clades of scleractinian reef corals, Budd (1990) found that coral lineages with greater amounts of asexual (clonal) reproduction are somewhat less variable within populations and form less morphologically discrete species than coral lineages with greater amounts of sexual reproduction, but the two groups nonetheless show generally comparable rates of speciation, extinction, and phyletic evolution. However, more highly asexual Figure 10: Probability of population persistence after a one-step change in optimal phenotype (v p 2:8) with equal effort for sexual and clonal reproduction (d p 1) as a function of adult survival, using the individual-based model with parameters K p 256, q 2 p 1, n p 10, m g p 0:001, m s p 0:00001, a 2 p 0:05, and G p 1,000. For no adult survival, f p 4; as adult survival was increased, f was decreased to keep the expected rate of population decline just after the change in optimal phenotype constant, assuming no genetic variation.
coral species appeared to be more susceptible to extinction associated with widespread extinction events for reef-building corals from the fossil record. Our results suggest that this outcome is particularly likely for environmental change that is both large in magnitude per generation and extends over many generations. A simulation study that considered the relative roles of mortality, dispersal ability, and age of maturation for the speed of adaptation of forest trees under climate change scenarios found that increased mortality reduced evolutionary lag significantly (Kuparinen et al. 2010) . This result underscores the important point that any aspect of life history directly affecting generation time will affect evolutionary rate and therefore evolutionary lag-and one effect of clonal reproduction is to increase the overall meiotic generation time (mean time from zygote to zygote) in organisms with both sexual and asexual reproduction (Orive 1993) . Our results also highlight two other effects of changing mortality. With density dependence, lower mortality for adults constrains the number of individuals exposed to selection (when selection is acting on juvenile traits, as was explored in the simulation studies here). Moreover, increased adult survivorship (decreased mortality) acts as a type of gene flow through time, where adults represent selection in past environments and so may harbor genotypes that are to a degree maladapted (when expressed as juveniles) in the current environment.
A key aspect of clonal reproduction considered in this article is its possible effect on the mapping of the nonadditive genetic and environmental components of phenotype from parent to clonal offspring. Under sexual reproduction with random mating, there is an uncoupling of the additive genetic component of phenotype from the nonadditive and environmental components. Clonal offspring, however, inherit the full parental genotype, including any dominance and epistatic (nonadditive) genetic interactions. Clonal offspring may also inherit aspects of the environmental component of phenotype, determined during development. This association (r) between the nonadditive genetic and environmental component of parents and their clonal offspring is likely to be heavily influenced by the type of clonal reproduction involved. One can describe clonal or asexual reproduction as being either gametic (involving the products of meiosis) or agametic (involving somatic tissues; Hughes 1989) . The value of the parent-clonal offspring association is likely to be 0 or close to 0 for gametic modes of clonal reproduction that most closely resemble sexual reproduction, such as the production of apomictic seeds, or at least any association would likely be comparable between sexual and gametic clonal reproduction (for a recent discussion of environmental inputs into phenotypic expression, see Sultan 2015) . At the other extreme would be modes of agametic clonal reproduction involving fragmentation or fission and including a large proportion of the parental somatic tissue, where we might expect the phenotype of the clonal offspring to be extremely close to that of the parent and the association to be nearly 1. Our simulation model assumed additive allelic effects both within and between loci, and so dominance and epistatic effects for the phenotypic trait were not considered; thus, the association considered was most closely modeling the environmental (developmental) aspects of phenotype and not the nonadditive genetic component. The analytical model, however, is general and could in the future be used to explore both the nonadditive genetic and the environmental component of clonal inheritance.
As noted earlier, use of a Gaussian fitness surface, as employed in our individual-based simulations (see app. A, pt. B), necessarily creates epistasis for fitness. Whether this epistasis is positive (and thus allelic effects on fitness are more beneficial in unison than expected from their individual effects) or negative (effects on fitness are more deleterious) depends on the magnitude of allelic effects. Generally, alleles with small beneficial fitness effects that move the mean phenotype toward the optimum on a Gaussian fitness surface will exhibit positive epistasis, while those with large effects can exhibit negative epistasis, as a combination of alleles of large effect with the same sign may cause the phenotype to overshoot the fitness optimum. Future work using the modeling framework presented here will explore the evolution of sexual versus asexual (clonal) reproduction itself; an explicit consideration of epistasis will be of key importance, as epistasis generates linkage disequilibrium (LD) of the same sign, and negative epistasis (which generates negative LD) favors the evolution of recombination (and sexual reproduction; Barton 1995; Otto and Lenormand 2002) . The sign of epistasis for fitness before and after environmental change may differ; how recombination affects the probability of evolutionary rescue can be shown to depend on epistasis in both phases (Uecker and Hermisson 2016) .
In a study considering continuous change in strictly sexual populations, Kopp and Hermisson (2009) showed that the distribution of adaptive substitutions differed greatly depending on whether the rate of environmental change was slow relative to the "adaptive potential" of a population (in which case the adaptive process was dominated by environmental dynamics) or fast (and then the adaptive process was determined largely by genetic factors; the "mutationlimited" regime). The adaptive potential considered by Kopp and Hermisson (2009) includes both genetic factors, such as the mutation rate and the distribution of allelic effects of new mutations, and the strength of selection. This has interesting implications for our consideration of a continuously changing optimal phenotype with both sexual and clonal reproduction; we might expect, all other things being equal, that more highly sexual populations will have a greater adaptive potential and so should remain in the environmentally limited regime of the adaptive process for relatively larger rates of optimum shift (whereas the oppo-site should hold for more clonal populations). We plan to explore this idea in future work.
In expanding the general model of Barfield et al. (2011 Barfield et al. ( , 2014 for evolution in stage-structured populations to encompass clonal reproduction, we have considered a form of the clonal offspring genotype PDF, given the parental genotype, that allowed for somatic mutations to be incorporated into clonal offspring arising from somatic tissues (eq. [A5]). It was assumed that somatic mutations were not incorporated into sexual offspring. The contribution of somatic mutations to genetic load and genetic diversity at reproduction is not clear (for recent investigations, see Gross et al. 2012; Bobiwash et al. 2013) ; however, recent work focusing on mutation in axillary meristems in plants provides evidence that stem cell arrangement and positioning of axillary meristems may act to distribute somatic mutations around the main shoot, preventing their fixation (Burian et al. 2016) . Similarly, recent work in a coral species demonstrated that while somatic mutations contributed substantially to intracolonial genetic diversity, they do not seem to transfer to gametes (Barfield et al. 2016) . If somatic mutations do contribute to potentially beneficial mutations arising in sexual offspring, it would be equivalent to an overall increase in the meiotic (sexual) mutation rate for our model and so could be accounted for in that manner. We note that the work presented here does not consider unconditionally deleterious mutations; an extension allowing for such deleterious mutations as well would be an interesting avenue for future work. Moreover, our treatment of somatic mutation does not consider the action of within-individual selection. This could affect our assumption that the average genotype of clonal offspring is equal to the average genotype of their parents, since selection on somatic mutations could shift the mean clonal offspring genotype (Otto and Orive 1995; Orive 2001 ). This again would be an important direction for future extensions of our approach. We also did not consider phenotypic plasticity and how this additional means of response to environmental change may interact with clonal reproduction. Finally, our models are at face value applicable only to a single, spatially closed population. Extending the model to spatially structured systems with spatially varying selection (e.g., sources and sinks, as in Holt et al. 2003) would be valuable, examining, for instance, the consequences of different dispersal kernels for clonal versus sexual offspring.
A great number and variety of ecologically important organisms, including many marine invertebrates and marine and terrestrial plant species that anchor key ecosystems, have life histories with both clonal and sexual reproduction as well as stage structure. Understanding how these lifehistory characteristics combine to affect these populations' ability to respond to rapid environmental change requires the development of flexible theoretical models that account for the impact of such change on phenotypic and genotypic evolution. The approach we have presented is general for taxa with discrete life-history stages and allows explicit consideration of both sexual and clonal reproduction in the same life cycle. Our results underscore the importance of key life-history attributes, such as the degree to which clonal offspring inherit nonadditive genetic and environmental components of phenotype from their parents and the influence of stage structure on generation length, as modulators of how well species can persist in the face of different kinds of environmental change. Recursions for the Number of Individuals and Joint PDF of Each Stage. We first consider how the number of individuals in each stage changes over time and consider three types of contributions to stage i from stage j: (1) transitions, where t ij (z) gives the probability that an individual with phenotype z in stage j in the current time step directly transitions to stage i in the next time step (if i p j, the stage does not change); (2) sexual reproduction, where f ij (z) gives the number of surviving offspring in stage i produced by an individual in stage j in the current time step; and (3) clonal reproduction, where c ij (z) gives the number of surviving clonal offspring in stage i produced by an individual in stage j in the current time step. The total contribution of each individual with phenotype z in stage j to stage i in the next time step is thus a ij (z) p t ij (z) 1 f ij (z) 1 c ij (z). Note that 1 2 P i t ij (z) is the probability of death of a stage j individual, since it is the probability that it does not transition to any stage. For each pair of stages i and j, we can write the average transition probability from stage j to stage i, t ij , and the average number of sexual offspring, f ij , and clonal offspring, c ij , produced in stage i from each stage j individual as
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where p j (g, z) is the current joint PDF of genotype g and phenotype z in stage j and the integrals are evaluated over all values of g and z. This lets us write the population size recursion for stage i as
where
. Next, consider the recursion for the joint PDF of g and z. Let p 0 i (g, z) be the joint PDF in the next time step, which can be written as
where Barfield et al. [2011] , and an example of f i (g, z) is derived in app. C there under the assumption of random mating and an infinitesimal model of inheritance.)
We then need to derive the joint distribution of g and z for clonal offspring into stage i, k i (g, z). This joint PDF can be written as
where the function S ij (g, zjg * , z * ) gives the joint PDF (of genotype g and phenotype z) of clonal offspring in stage i with stage j parents with genotype g * and phenotype z * . The first term in brackets in the first expression is the joint PDF of clonal offspring into stage i with parents in stage j (averaging the S ij function, weighted by the clonal fecundities, over parental genotypes and phenotypes). The second term in brackets is the fraction of clonal offspring into stage i contributed by parents in stage j; this factor weights the corresponding joint PDF in the first term.
The S ij function in equation (A4) can be separated into two probability functions, one for the offspring genotype and one for its phenotype (given its genotype), so that
One can often reasonably assume that X ij (gjg * , z * ) p X ij (gjg * ), since offspring genotype will not depend on the parental phenotype in the absence of any transgenerational epigenetic effects. (For a recent discussion of the possible importance of transgenerational epigenetic effects, see Grossniklaus et al. 2013; Sultan 2015.) Examples of Clonal Offspring Joint PDF Given Parental Joint PDF. In the absence of somatic mutation, the genotypic distribution of clonal offspring would be unchanged from that of their parents. However, since some forms of clonal reproduction can allow somatic mutations to be incorporated into the clonal offspring, we allow somatic mutation to change the distribution. Somatic mutation can be modeled as an additive value to genotype, so that offspring genotype g p g * 1 m, where g * is the parental genotype and mutation effect m has a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix V M . The distribution of clonal offspring genotype, given the genotype of the parent, is then
where the subscript ij on V M indicates that the variances and covariances for the somatic mutation process may depend on the specific offspring and parent stages, and again m gives the number of components for the multivariate phenotype. The next step is to consider the PDF of phenotype (given genotype) for the clonal offspring, Y ij (zjg, g * , z * ). We might consider this to be the same as for sexual offspring, giving
where V E is the covariance matrix for the random part of the phenotype. However, clonal reproduction may affect the mapping of g and e onto phenotype. Therefore, we define an m-dimensional vector of association parameters, r ij , which gives the association between e for a stage i clonal offspring and e * for its stage j parent. Thus, r ijk gives this association for the kth component of the multivariate trait (z k ). One possible assumption is that each offspring component of e is generated by taking a ðA4Þ tal offspring), so that the reproductive effort devoted to clonal offspring is the specified value of r c (e.g., for r c p 0:5 with d p 1:5, there would be f =2 sexual offspring and f =3 clonal offspring, so that sexual and clonal reproduction each represent 50% of the total reproductive effort, f ). We did not consider cases in which clonal offspring are less costly than sexual offspring (d ! 1), nor did we include the classic "cost of sex" (the cost of males or the cost of male function in hermaphrodites; Maynard Smith 1978) . If we had done so, it would have given an additional advantage to clonality under a step change and an additional disadvantage to clonality under continual change (results not shown). Finally, we note that these measures of reproduction can also implicitly include components of juvenile survivorship up to the point when selection acts on the trait and are thus effective reproduction rates, giving the number of offspring that survive to this point.
For most simulations, the average number of offspring per reproducing female was an integer, in which case each female produced exactly that number (but the number of clonal and sexual offspring was still random; if the parameters called for each female to produce two clonal and two sexual offspring, each female produced four offspring, each of which was clonal with probability 0.5). For a few simulations, the number of offspring was not an integer, so the number produced per female was a random variable with the required mean. This often occurred when the relative effort for clonal offspring was 1.5. For the example discussed above, with 50% clonality and d p 1:5, the number of clonal offspring was f =3, and we generally used f p 4, which gave 4=3 clonal offspring per female (and two clonal offspring). In these cases, the number of potential offspring was the first integer greater than or equal to the total average offspring (in this case, the total is 3.3333, so four was used). The fate of each potential offspring was then determined using the appropriate probability (in this case, for each potential offspring the probability was 1=2 that it was sexual, 1=3 that it was clonal, and 1=6 that it was not produced). The other situation in which the number of offspring was not an integer was when the adult survivorship was varied and the fecundity adjusted to give the same initial rate of population decline. In this case, the number of potential offspring was fixed at four, and the decrease in fecundity with increasing adult survival was achieved by decreasing the probabilities associated with each type of offspring.
The general machinery developed in the main text, in part A of appendix A, and in part A of appendix B describes the evolution of multivariate traits, but in our simulation models reported here we focus on a single trait experiencing selection. An individual's phenotype is the sum of allelic values (which can be any real numbers) at n diploid loci and a random component. In the results reported here, we set n p 10; in past studies, we have found little effect of variation in the number of loci if n 1 5 (Holt et al. 2003; M. Barfield and R. D. Holt, unpublished results) . During reproduction, there is free recombination between all loci for sexual reproduction, with no dominance or epistasis. For clonal reproduction, both haplotypes of the parent (the female in the mating pair) are passed to the offspring, so linkage is complete. For sexual reproduction, each offspring haplotype then mutates with probability nm g (here, m g is the per locus gametic or sexual mutation rate); if a mutation occurs, a random locus is selected, and a zero-mean Gaussian deviate with variance a 2 is added to the previous allelic value. For clonal reproduction, the mutation procedure is the same, but a different, generally lower per-locus mutation rate, m s , may be used (simulating somatic mutation). After the alleles of each offspring are determined, the random part of its phenotype is chosen. For sexual reproduction, the random part of phenotype was an independent deviate from a zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian distribution. For clonal reproduction, the offspring's random value could be influenced by its parent's value through an association parameter r (see the main text for further explanation). The random part of the offspring's phenotype is determined using the expression e k p re
where e k and e * k are, respectively, the random parts of the offspring's and parent's phenotypes and z is a zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian random deviate (for details, see app. A, pt. A).
For all simulations reported here, a population was initiated with K adults with random allelic values. One thousand time steps were then simulated with the optimal phenotype constant at 0. This protocol allows the population to reach mutation-selection-drift equilibrium, with a standing amount of genetic variation maintained by an input of mutational variation and depleted by both stabilizing selection and drift. The genetics of the population at the end of this period should be independent of the allelic values of the initial population, which were chosen to give a reasonable initial genetic variance so that this equilibration would occur faster; the procedure used to assign these initial alleles is that described in Burger and Lynch (1995) . Carrying capacities and fecundities were chosen so that extinction due to demographic stochasticity in the constant environment was extremely unlikely (and indeed never observed in our simulation runs). Unless otherwise indicated, reproduction was completely sexual during this equilibration period, which ensures that all populations have the same expected genetic variance at the time of the environmental change.
After the equilibration period, in the case of the step environmental change the optimal phenotype was changed suddenly to a positive value, v. In the case of the linear (continuous) environmental change, the optimal phenotype was
